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1. Let us consider a nonautonomous oscillatory system. with two degrees 
of freedom, of the form 

dg+ar+bY=f(~)+PFB ‘2 + ~1: + dy = ‘P (t) + CL@ (1.1) 

Let us suppose that the functions f and $ are continuous periodic 
functions of time t of period 2~. The functions F and @ are assumed to 
be analytic in the variables X, x’, y, y’i p, and continuous periodic 
functions of time t with the same period 2n. The coefficients a, b, c 

and d are constants. The quantity p is a small parameter. In the case of 

resonance, the fundamental equation 

Dzfa b 

C D2+d ==’ 

will have either a zero root or roots of the form f pi where p is an in- 
teger. Another instance, which will also be referred to as a resonance 
case, occurs when the fundamental equation has roots which differ from 
the indicated critical values by a quantity which is an infinitesimal of 
the order of p. This case can be reduced, however, to the former one bY 
the introduction of correcting terms into the functions PF and p@. 

Furthermore, we shall assume that the coefficients of the pth harmonic 
in the Fourier expansions of the functions f(t) and &t) are either ab- 
sent or are infinitesimals of the order of p. The generating System 
(/.l = 0) 

d2x 
gi + ax + by = f(t), 3 + cx + dy = cp (t) (1.2) 
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can have the following families of periodic solutions: 

a) If the fundamental equation has four roots f ik, f ir, where k and 
m are integers and k f I, then 

x0 (t) =x,(k) (t) + xoCrn) co+ f” (t), Yil (t) = P/p0 (Ir) (t) + P,Xo(“)W + cp” (t) (1.3) 

Here, f” (t) and 4” (t) are the particular periodic solutions of (1.2) 
given by 

,0(k) (t) = A, cos Bo C kZ - a 
kt + xsin kt, pk = - - - k2-d - b 

zo(m) (t) = Eo cos 
Do C m2-a 

mt +msinmt, pm=---- =-- m2- d b 

where A,,, II,,, EO and D, are arbitrary constants. 

b) If the fundamental equation has only two roots f ik. where k is an 
integer, then 

x0 (t) = x0(k) (t) + f” (t), YO tt) = PkxOc,(*) lt) + To tt) (1.4) 

c) If the fundamental equation has multiple roots k = I, then 

x0 (t) = A, coskt + ? sin kt + f” (t), yo(t)=Bocoskt+~sinkt+:@‘(t) (1.5) 

The case of zero roots is not considered in this work. 

We shall look for periodic solutions of the fundamental system (1.1) 
by the method of a small parameter. Let us consider the case (a). The 
initial conditions are taken as 

x(O) = f" (0) + Aof Eo + Pl+ P3 

x'(O) -f"'(o) + Bo +Do + Pz + P4 

y(o)= q"(O)+ pkAo f&$0 +~,~l+ P,'$, (1.6) 

Y'(o)= T"'(o) + P,Bo +P$o +P,& f&,$4 

where the quantities Bi are functions of p which vanish when ~1 = 0. In 
this case the solution of the system (1.1) has the form 

2 = z (t, P17 pz9 p3, P4, P)* Y = Y (t, PI* Pz, Ps, P4, /J 

We shall determine the structure of these functions. Let us suppose 
that they can be expanded into series of integer powers of the parameters 

P1. & & 8, and P. Let us find those terms of these series which de- 

pend on P1. & 8, and 8, but not on cc. It is easily seen that all these 
terms, with the exception of those that are linear in &. &, & and PI. 
vanish because their coefficients satisfy a system of homogeneous differ- 
ential equations with zero initial conditions. The coefficients of the 
linear terms, obviously, have a form analogous to that part of the 
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generating solution which corresponds to the periodic solution of the 
homogeneous equations corresponding to (1.2); one needs only to replace 

AO’ Boa EO and D, by &, &, & and Pd. respectively, in accordance with 
the form of the initial conditions (1.6). 

Thus, the solution of Equation (1.1) can be given in the form [ 1 1 
(1.7) 

&+Pa . 
x(t) = I"(t) + (A, + PI) wskt +k sin kt + (B, + j33) cos mt + 

DofP4 
m 

sinmt + 

Do + ~4 
+ ,n, -sinmt +i 1 [ 

n=1 

All the C,. H, and their derivatives with respect to pi are taken with 
& = . . . = p, = p = 0. The coefficients Cn and H,, satisfy the system 

C,” + aC, + bH, = F,, H,,” + CC, + dH, = U+, (1.8) 

with the initial conditions C,(O) = H,(O) = C,‘(O) = H,,‘(O) = 0. Here 

The qnantities d*- ’ F/d”- ’ and d”- ‘$/d”- ’ are total derivatives 
of the functions F(t, x, x’, y, y’, p) and +(t, x, X’i y, y’> p) with 
respect to p. We present the first three functions F, in explicit forms 

J’,(t) = F(t, xo. xo',yo, YO', 0) 

Analogous formulas exist for 4,. The subscript 0 at the parentheses 
indicates that the X, x’, y, y’ and p are replaced by x0, x0’, yO, yO’ 
and 0 in the derivatives. 
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Having solved the system (1.8) and taking into account the relations 

one can express the functions C,(t) and H,,(t) in the 

c,(t) = c,(“) (t) + c,(m) (t), H, (t) = p,C,(“) (t) 

where 

form 

+ &&Jrn) (0 

On (z) sin k(t - r) d-c 1 
t t 

C,(k) (1) = m2 1 p [ d ; ka s F,, (T) sin k (t - r)dr - g 
s 

0 0 

t t 

C,(m) tt) = ,2:k2 
C 

d-ma 
m s 

F, (z) sin m (t - T) dr - i 
s 

CD, (z) sin m (t - z)dz 

0 
1 

0 

It is easy to show that the particular periodic solutions f” (t) and 
Co (t) can be represented as the sum of two terms fk( t) and f,(t) so 
that 

f” (t) = fk (‘) +f, (& ‘PO (4 = Pkfk (t) + Pmfm (t) 

In the case of nonautonomous systems. as well as in the case of auto- 
nomous ones, one can show that differentiation of Cnfk) and Cn(“) with 

respect to Pl, Pg. rSs and p, is replaced by differentiation with respect 
to Ae, Be, Es and De. respectively. 

The final solution x(t, &. &. &, &, P) and y(t, 61. &, &. 6,. ~1) 
of the system (1.1) is expressed in the form 

x tt) = “k ft) + x, ft) + fl, (t) + f,,, (t) 

where 
y (d = Pk [“k (t) + fk lt)l + P,,, &, (t) + f, (t)] (1.9) 

“I( tt) = (A, + PI) COS kt + B” z Pa sin kt + i [C,(k) + ar;‘k) p1 + 

n=1 0 

+ 
iqy 

aB, 

Do + Pa 
27n tt) = (EO + p3)COs mt +m sinmt + (1.10) 

Hence, for the construction of periodic solutions of a nonantonomous 
quasi-linear system with two degrees of freedom it is sufficient to con- 
struct the functions zk, xm, fk and f, which enter into the x-coordinate. 
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The variable y iS constructed by mUltiplYing %k# xM, fk and f, by con- 
stants and adding the result, just as in the linear system. 

In case (b), Formulas (1.9) take on the form 

3 (1) = Xk (t) + fk. (t)* 9 tt) = Pk 1°K tt) + f, ct)l 

In case (c). Equations (1.2) can be factored and the solution can be 
written in the form 

X(t) = (Ao + PI) COS kt + 
Bo+Pa 

k sin kt + 

Y (t) = CEO + 133) ~0s kt + 
Do + PQ 

k 
sin kt + 

Here, the coordinates x and y are not interconnected (which is also 
the case in linear systems). 

For the construction of these solutions one has to know how to com- 
pute the coefficients C,(k)(,) and C,,(“)(t) of pn. The remaining coeffi- 
cients of the series (1.10) are found by successive differentiations of 
c (k) 

n and C,,(“) with respect to A,, B,, E, and DO. 

2. Taking into account the conditions (1.6) we can write down the 
conditions for the periodic functions in the following form: 

z (23% PI, Pz, Ps, P4> k1.L) = I’“‘(0) + Ao+ PI+ Eo+ Ps 

x’ (2% Pl> Pz, Ps, Pn. PL) = f(O)’ (0) + Bo + Pa + Do + P4 

Y @fi, PI, h p31 PIP P) = do) (0) + @o + !h) Pk + (Eo + P3) Pm 

Y’ t2% ,h h /33, b41 p) = do)’ to) + fB, + ,%) PI, + CD0 + p4) Pm 

(2.1) 

Substituting into the left-hand aides of these equations the expres- 
sions for x, x’, y and y’ from (l.lO), we obtain 

co 

d ac (k) ac (k) 

C,(k)(w ++-p+ -y&pa+ ... p”+ 1 VI=1 
(2.2) 
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ac,c”) 
Pk il, [C,(k) c24 + aA, h + ’ ’ * ] I-Ln + 

+pm 5 ac W) 
c,cm+4+*+... 1 

pn= 0 

TX=1 

and two mgre formulas in which C,(‘) and C,(a) are replaced by C,, (k)’ 

and C,,(“’ . The functions Cnfk), Cn(‘)‘, C,(a), C,(s)’ and their deri- 

vatives with respect to Ao, B,,, E. and De are here evaluated at the point 
t= 2R. Pi = /.l = 0. Since pk - p, f 0, we have in place of (2.2) the 
next set of equations: 

co xl ac (If) 
c,(k) (211) + -+ p1+ . ..]!An =O, 

n=1- 

O” d K,(k) 
C,(k)‘(2n) + -gJy- $1 + . . . 

I 
p=o 

7l==l 

cc 

Z[ 

ac trn) 

C,cm)(2x)+-&-~pl+ . . . yn=o 
I 

(2.3) 

?I==1 

co 

Z[ 
a(j (k)’ 

C,(m)‘(2n) + --$y p1+ . . 
3 

pn = 0 

Let ns assume that /k-II, @,, @, and B, can be expanaed into series of 

the form 

?I=1 Tl=l n=i ?I==1 

Let us substitute pi into the left-hand sides of Equations (2.3). and 
equate to zero the coefficients of the series. The terms which are in- 
dependent of P, Yield the results: 

c,(k) (2n) = 0, Cl(m) (2n) = 0, Cl(k)’ (2n) = 0. Cl(m)’ (Zn) = 0 (2.5) 

The coefficients of the first power of p lead to the equations 

acp acp a@) ct(“‘12n)+~A,+~-~,+~El+~ D1 = 0 
0 

acJm) aclcm) acJm) acl(m) 
~z’~‘(zn)+~Al+~Bl+~E~l+ - aDo Dl=o 
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,@“Y X,(k) acJk) aclck)’ 
C&k) (24 +. - - - - aAO Al+ aB0 B1 + aE, El + aDO D1=o (2.6) 

acl(m)’ acl@) acl(m)' q(m)' 
cP”)‘(2n)+~~1+~~1+ F-G+ r 

cl 0 
D1= 0 

II 

The coefficients of the second-degree terms in p yield 

acJk) ac (k) 
Cik)(2n)+ ~A,+~Bl+$E,;+ Dlj 

0 

ac$k) 
+~A2+~B2+~E2+a~ 

1 PC,(“) I a2cl(kJ 
u,+~~~l~+~~n,2+ 0 

I awl(k) 1 awl(k) awl(k) a2cJk) 
+~a~,“El’+f!i)~D~12$a~oa~,A1Bl+a~,a~oA,E1+ 
azc1(k) azcl(k) ’ aqk 

T aAoaDo AIDI + a,yo as 
awl(k) I- Bled + aB, au, BIDI + a,yo aD El& = 0 0 0 (Z.7) 

and three more equations in which the Citk) are successively replaced by 
C.(.), C.fk)’ and C.(“)‘. 1 2 The system of equations (2.5) determines the 
constants A,, B,, Bi and De when these equations have simple roots, i.e. 
when the Jacobian 

al = a(cl 
(h’), Cl(m), c1(“)‘, cl(“)‘) 

a W,, Bo, 4, Do) 
JO (2.8) 

In this case we determine Al, 51, El and DI by means of the linear 
system (2.6). and we find AZ, B2, E, and Cz from (2. ‘I), and so on. All 
these equations are linear in An, B,, E, and D,, and all have the same 
determinant A 1. 

In case of repeated roots of the system of equations (2.5), the deter- 

minant Al = 0. If there is to be a periodic solution with finite ampli- 
tude of the system (1. l), it is necessary that an auxiliary condition be 
satisfied: the rank of the fundamental matrix of the linear system (2.6) 
and that of the augmented matrix (obtained by attaching a column of the 
free terms) must be the same. If this condition is satisfied then there 
can occur a bifurcation of the solution of the generating equations. If 
this condition is not satisfied, then the system of equations (2.6) can 
lead to infinite values for the coefficients A,, B1, E, and D,. In this 
case the periodic solution of Equation (1.1) cannot be found by this 
method. 

In all those cases when there exists a periodic solution of the system 
(1.1). this solution can be represented in the form of a power series in 

P’: 

.r(t)=Zo(t)+~LZl(t)+~Zrz(t)$_ *. . 9 y(t) = yo (l) + PYl (Q + PL’4Y2 (t) + . - f.2.91 
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The generating solution is given by (1.3) or by (1.4) and (1.5). Here 

‘1 (t) = Al cos kt 
Bl Dl 

+-jj- sin kt + El cos mt + T sin mt + C,“) (t) + Cl(‘n) (t) 

82 02 
TV (t) = A? cos kt + - sin kt + Es cos mt + ,n sin mt + k 

7’ p,c,(“) (t) + pmcp (‘) 

2/” lt) = Pk A2 cos kt+ % sin ht 1 [ + pm EZ cos mt + s sin mt’ + pliC,(h‘) (t) A 
J ' 

We have analysed above the case (a). For the cases (b) and (c) one 
obtains different forms. These results can be extended to systems with n 
degrees of freedom. 
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